Biologically compatible neural interface to safely couple nanocoated electrodes to the surface of the brain.
The ongoing interest in densely packed miniaturized electrode arrays for high-resolution epicortical recordings has induced many researchers to explore the use of nanomaterial coatings to reduce electrode impedance while increasing signal-to-noise ratio and charge injection capability. Although these materials are very effective, their use in clinical practice is strongly inhibited by concerns about the potential risks derived from the use of nanomaterials in direct contact with the human brain. In this work we propose a novel approach to safely couple nanocoated electrodes to the brain surface by encapsulating them with a biocompatible hydrogel. We prove that fibrin hydrogel coating over nanocoated high-density arrays of epicortical microelectrodes is electrically transparent and allows avoiding direct exposure of the brain tissue to the nanocoatings while maintaining all the advantages derived from the nanostructured electrode surface. This method may make available acute and sub-acute neural recordings with nanocoated high-resolution arrays for clinical applications.